Thank you for your generous donation to The Resource Exchange!

All donations are used to further our mission of promoting creative reuse, recycling, and resource conservation in Philadelphia.

The Resource Exchange is recognized as a 501(c)(3) charitable organization by the Internal Revenue Service, and donations are tax-deductible to the fullest extent permitted by law. The official registration and financial information of The Resource Exchange may be obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of State by calling toll-free, within Pennsylvania, 1-800-732-0999. Registration does not imply endorsement. This receipt is provided as acknowledgement of your donation to meet charitable contributions deductibility disclosure requirements (serving as required 170(f) Donation Substantiation Statement).

The Resource Exchange has not provided you with any goods or services in consideration for your contribution.

In accordance with the IRS regulations, it is the privilege and duty of the donor to determine the fair market value of a donation. We make no determination of the value of the rights (or materials resulting) which you have so generously donated. Any verbal value that The Resource Exchange’s agents may have provided would only be an estimate of our selling value for materials taken into inventory. In general, Fair Market Value is “what a willing buyer would pay to a willing seller” for the same rights.” For more information regarding the tax deductibility of charitable donations, we encourage you to consult the IRS website. You may also wish to consult with your accountant.

As itemized below, The Resource Exchange has received all rights to the following donation, valued by you on _____/_____/_____ at $________.00  If additional space is needed, you may continue itemized list on back of form.